
PURPOSE DRIVEN REVOLUTION

LIFEPassion QUIZ

LEARN HOW YOUR JOB MEASURES UP TO YOUR 
PASSIONS AND HOW TO CONNECT TO YOUR 

TRUE PURPOSE



Let's Get Started!

THE QUIZ

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average worker currently holds 
10 different jobs before age forty, and this number is projected to grow. 
Forrester Research predicts that today's youngest workers will hold 12-15 jobs in 
their lifetime - yet no one talks about why. 

The reality is it could be a variety of reasons: 

Career Advancement - ie. growth in their current career (ex. beginner to 
manager levels) 
Boredom, lack of challenge 
Too challenging 
Not paid enough 
Not passionate about it, or unfulfilled 

All of these are possible reasons but you're not here to learn about just jobs, you're 
here to learn how to connect with your purpose and usually that means that you’re 
unfulfilled where you are now. 

So let’s get started by asking how you have measured up in your quest for purpose 
with passion in the past up until now? 

Take the quiz in the next page and see where you are and what you can do next to 
discover your Purpose with Passion. 
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TAKE THE FIRST STEP TOWARD PURPOSE

ASK yourself the following 6 questions and rate the answers on a scale from 1-10 
(low-high). 

1. How stable have you felt/feel in your job? (Financially, job security, etc.)

2. How much have/has your job maintained your interest in the work?

(interesting, variety, fun) 

3. How valued have you felt at work? (respected, important, significant)

4. How connected have you felt to the job/staff? (emotionally, mentally and 
socially)

5. How much do you feel you have grown or could grow? (skills, career, and 
in the group/org/company)

6. How much do you feel you have/are contributing to a bigger mission or 
vision? (a vision that matters to you)

How do these answers make you feel about your current state? Happy/sad/
frustrated? Keep track of your answers and find out what they mean next.
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WHAT THE QUESTIONS MEAN

How did you do? Scored 9/10’s? AMAZING! It means you’re on the right track. But if 
it's not high in most areas then maybe there’s something missing. 

If you scored less than 8/9 in any of these questions it means your situation is not 
ideal and if its less than 5, even stressful! The most common stressors are based on 
the human needs psychology below. In order to feel great with what you do many of 
these should be fulfilled at high levels - 9/10's. If not, you have some work to do. 

1. Security - Being unemployed, not getting paid what I’m worth, feeling 
unstable, ungrounded, unsafe and uncomfortable.

2. Variety/Uncertainty – feeling bored, fearful, in chaos, conflict/crisis
3. Significance – being relied on too much without return, or feeling 
insignificant and not cared about
4. Connection – not liking the people you work with, being around too much 
drama

5. Growth – not growing or learning, not advancing in position
6. Contribution – not helping anyone or contributing to a higher cause or 
purpose

Ask yourself which needs are most important to you. Generally your top 2 needs 
run how you live your life and if they aren’t satisfied it could lead to unhappiness 
and worse unfulfillment, aka misery. 
The struggle is real but it doesn’t have to be. Read on to learn about your full score 
and how to really dig into your passions!
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READ YOUR RESULTS & TAKE ACTION
Add up your numbers and see what they mean for you.
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1-20

21-40

41-60

TIME TO SWITCH GEARS 
These numbers tell us that the time has come to truly connect to 
something worthwhile and meaningful that represents your needs and 
values. Watch my video on how to rev your life and have a healthy 
revolution to uncover them. Then join the tribe - Purpose with Passion 
BOOTCAMP Membership to learn the strategies moving forward.
> [Video] How to have a healthy revolution

NOT BAD, BUT NOT STELLAR! 
Sounds like you could use more inspiration and connection to the 
specific needs that will get those numbers higher. Take the 16 
personalities test to learn the various parts of YOU. Then, get purpose 
coaching to apply it to a more laser focused journey.
>Take the 16 Personalities Test

GO OFF THE CHARTS! 
You are well on your way to your Purpose with Passion dreams! Now, 
you can take it to the next level and bump the Purpose with Passion 
meter to 'Off the Charts!' by learning the KEY strategy for the future of 
careers and business in this blog.
> [BLOG] What Elon Musk, Method and Locks of Love have in Common 

https://www.purposedrivenrevolution.com/blog/how-to-have-a-healthy-revolution
https://www.16personalities.com
https://www.purposedrivenrevolution.com/blog/what-elon-musk-method-and-locks-of-love-have-in-common


YOUR LIFE WILL BE SO MUCH HAPPIER, 
MEANINGFUL, AND FULFILLED

What to do next: 

Chances are YOU’VE been waiting for this day. The day you learned where you 
stand. As Tony Robbins says, be honest with yourself, learn where you are - no 
better, no worse. You know which needs are not being fulfilled where you are now. 
And knowing means you can change your reality. 

Want to learn more about your individual scores? Book a FREE 45 MIN session to 
get more details on how to improve these areas. 

Book a Free Discovery Session 

And if you feel READY to speed ahead, enroll in the Purpose with Passion Program 
today to deep dive and get a full assessment on where you are and you can 
discover you true purpose, optimize career choices and see what will keep the 
passion alive! Because "what the world needs is people who have come alive" 
(Thoreau)! 

Enroll in the Purpose with Passion Program
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https://www.purposedrivenrevolution.com/purpose-with-passion.html
https://calendly.com/teanyhidalgo


THANK YOU FOR TAKING PART IN THE 
CREATION OF YOUR LIFE. 

IT'S OUR PLEASURE TO HELP YOU HONOR 
YOUR PURPOSE WITH PASSION.

To get coaching, sign up at our website or contact us below. Your 
purpose with Passion could be just weeks away!
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info@teanyhidalgo.com 
www.purposedrivenrevolution.com 

Facebook Group: Purpose Driven Tribe 
Instagram: Teany Hidalgo

https://calendly.com/teanyhidalgo
https://www.facebook.com/groups/purposedriventribe/
http://www.purposedrivenrevolution.com
https://www.instagram.com/teanyhidalgo



